
•	 Private		wholly	Australian	owned	company	established	2011.
•	 Benalty	is	highly	geared	in	our	products	as	being	a	“Sovereign	Capability”	company!
•	 Specialist	in	Hovercraft	&	Ship	design,	construction,	service,	maintenance	and	tech	support.	
•	 Hovercraft	&	Shipbuilding	manufacturers;	Hovercraft	to	40m;	Ships	to	101m
•	 Two	Western	Australian	manufacturing	facilities.

•	 Understanding	the	customer	&	their	business	
requirements	

•	 Ability	to	deliver

•	 Mutual	Respect	

•	 Price

•	 Quality

•	 On	Time	Delivery

•	 Service	&	Support

Benalty Focus

Benalty focuses attention toward being a “One Stop” shop for the customer.  

The advantages to the customer:

  Liaise of Projects made easier.

  Cost reduction.

  Familiarity of the big picture, e.g. minimization for breakdown to occur between 

  customer and contractors.

Resulting in customer confidence that the job will be carried out as contracted.

Formed in 2011 by its three directors with multiple years experience across the shipbuilding Industry 
Manufacture, Benalty Corporation Pty Ltd is constantly striving to find innovative solutions for our clientele.

Hovercraft are not meant to replace boats but to complement them. Where boats cannot go, the hovercraft 
comes into its own travelling from blue water to brown water to land transporting troops and, depending 
on design, a vehicle. 

Australia has a large tidal movement around the northern part from the Pilbara to Cape York Peninsula as 
is with many other countries. 

Hovercraft do not require the same infrastructure as boats such as a jetty or wharf. They can traverse onto 
land with up to 1:9 gradient depending on the power, speed and weight of the craft.

Shallow water, reefs, marshy or riverine areas with debris are all navigable with a hovercraft.  

The 15 meter craft can be designed to fit into a C17 Globemaster for transport to any location to do disaster 
relief in Australia or a neighboring country. 

10% of beaches around the world are accessible by landing barge and 70% of beaches are accessible by 
hovercraft. Benalty Hovercraft are here to support Defence with a hovercraft designed specifically for the roll 
required, whether small reconnaissance craft or larger craft to transport vehicles or other heavy equipment.

Benalty are constantly looking for innovative ideas to enhance our craft with stealth capabilities by reducing 
the noise factor and overall shape. 

Benalty operates based on Integrity of customer relationship; we believe this is achieved through: 

Customer centered, operating with integrity to deliver optimal business 
solutions with innovation for today and vision for the future!

benaltyhovercrafts.com

BENALTY HOVERCRAFT
MILITARY  |  PARAMILITARY  |  BORDER FORCE  |  COMMERCIAL
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Delivering
BENALTY HOVERCRAFTS
28 ROSCOE STREET
HENDERSON
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6166
+61 418 952 115
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15m Reconnaissance 
- Assault - Border 
Security Craft Twin 
or single propulsion 
Diesel engines - To 
suit design parameters 
Payload - Pending 
design requirements

19m Reconnaissance 
- Assault - Landing 
Craft - Border Security 
Craft Twin or single 
propulsion Diesel 
engines - To suit design 
parameters Payload 
- Pending design 
requirements

The Phantom Stealth 
was specifically 
designed for “Special 
Forces”. The craft is 
designed with several 
specialized features 
and is heavily armed 
for operations that 
require a high level of 
sophistication in all 
areas.

15M RECONNAISSANCE

RELIANCE 3000 SERIES

19M RECONNAISSANCE

PHANTOM STEALTH 17MThe Reliance 3000 
has been designed for 
rapid deployment and 
movement of troops, 
vehicles, and equipment. 
Internal layout can be 
adjusted to either carry 
more troops or vehicles. 
The Reliance 3000 can 
also be equipped with 
armament for defence 
of attack. 


